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“Living symphonic”

“Waldhorn: echoes of nature”

Richard Strauss (1864 - 1949)
(Francesca Francescato)
“Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche” op.28

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756 - 1791)
(Ernst Naumann)
Quintet for horn and strings K407

Johannes Brahms (1833 - 1897)
(Daniele Zanettovich)
Serenade op.11

Richard Strauss (1864 - 1949)
(Francesca Francescato)
“Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche” op.28
***** ***** *****
Johannes Brahms (1833 - 1897)
Trio op.40

Composers in the eighteen century created a new genre:
the arrangement. Famous symphonic works were
arranged for chamber music groups and performed for
nobles at their houses. Taking further this tradition D.
Zanettovich e F. Francescato dedicated to Opter
Ensemble these works from two of the most famous
orchestral works.
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Two important arrangements prelude to one of the
milestones of romantic chamber music: the trio op.40 by
J. Brahms. This distinguish piece, famous for its melodic
creativity, is also the first one ever for this ensemble:
Brahms exploits every sound and all possibilities of each
of the three instruments and mix them together, leaving
them their voices and personality.
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“Brahms in the 20th century”
Istvàn Zelenka (1936)
Trio for hr, vl, and pf
György Ligety (1923 - 2006)
Trio “Hommage à Brahms”
***** ***** *****
Francesco Schweizer (1965)
Trio for hr, vl, and pf
Lennox Berkeley (1903 - 1989)
Trio op.44

This programs presents different languages, from 20th
and 21st century, and is a real homage to Brahms’s
genius, being him the “father” of this rare ensemble.
Particularly important in this program Ligety’s, a real
masterpiece by the Hungarian composer, and F.
Schweizer’s trio, dedicated to Opter Ensemble.
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